Abstract. Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 protease is a viral-encoded enzyme and it is essential for replication and assembly of the virus. Inactivation of HIV-1 protease causes production of immature, noninfectious viral particles and thus HIV-1 protease is an attractive target in anti-AIDS drug design. In our current work, we performed molecular dynamics (MD) calculations (500 ns) for two different ligands (COM5 -designed in our previous study, and Darunavir) and made effort to understand dynamics behaviour of our designed compound COM5. An apo form of HIV-1 protease as monomer and dimer form was also studied in order to analyze response of protein to the ligand. MD results suggest that presence of ligand in hinders the stability of HIV-1 protease and one monomer from dimer systems is dominant on other monomer in terms of interaction made with ligands. We were able to trace functional residues as well as continuous motion of opening and closing (clapping) of flap region in HIV-1 protease (apo form) during entire 1000 ns of MD simulation. COM5 showed almost similar behaviour towards HIV-1 protease enzyme as Darunavir and propose as promising lead compound for the development of new inhibitor for HIV-1 protease.
Introduction
The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 protease is a viral-encoded enzyme that forms a homodimer. In HIV-1 as in all retroviruses production of infectious virus invariably requires an active viral protease (Flexner 1998) . HIV-1 currently infects 35.3 million people estimated worldwide and the number of infected people and death due to AIDS continue to rise despise the availability of antiviral drugs (UNAIDS 2013). HIV-1 protease is essential for replication and assembly of the virus and inactivation of HIV-1 protease enzyme causes production of immature, noninfectious viral particles and thus HIV-1 protease is an attractive target in anti-AIDS drug design (Kohl et al. 1988; Flexner 1998) . Much of the improvement in HIV-1 related clinical outcomes has been associated with the use of protease inhibitors in combination with antiretroviral therapy (Palella et al. 1998) . Thus, the idea of inhibiting viral replication by disturbing function of protease has led to the development of a class of drugs known as protease inhibitors (Katoh et al. 1987) .
HIV-1 protease exists as a homodimer, with each subunit made up of 99 amino acids and this was investigated using X-ray crystallography (Davies 1990 ). The active site lies between identical subunits and has the characteristic Asp-Thr-Gly (Asp25, Thr26, and Gly27) sequence common to aspartic proteases (James and Sielcki 1983) . Two Asp25 residues (one from each monomer or chain) act as the catalytic residues (James and Sielcki 1983) and the conserved active site residues form a symmetrical and highly hydrogen-bonded arrangement (Moore and Stevenson 2000) . According to the mechanism of HIV-1 protease protein cleavage proposed by Mariusz Jaskolski and colleagues, water acts as a nucleophile, which acts in simultaneous conjunction with a well-placed aspartic acid to hydrolyze the scissile peptide bond (Jaskólski et al. 1991) . Moreover, HIV-1 protease has two molecular "flaps" which move a distance of up to 7 Å when the enzyme comes in contact with a substrate (Miller et al. 1989) . HIV-1 protease inhibitors work by binding to the active site and essentially becoming "stuck", disabling the enzyme. This results in the production of immature proteins that cannot assemble into infectious virions (Rang et al. 2007) .
Understanding topology of HIV protease is heavily based upon one specific hypothesis of the mechanism governing flap motion. The possible convention for terminology of the topology of HIV-1 protease that is independent of all mechanistic hypothesis is as follows: The Flap = residue 43-58, the Ear or Ear Flap = residue 35-42 (also called as the Elbow of the Flap), the Cheek Turn = residue 11-22 (also called as the Fulcrum), the Cheek Sheet = residue 59-75 (also called as the Cantilever), the Eye = residue 23-30 (contains the catalytic Asp that "sees" the drug), and the Nose = residue 6-10 (blocks the front entrance to the active site). Likewise, the Whiskers (residue 1-5 and 95-99) would refer to the termini involved in forming dimerization interface, residue 86-90 form the helix, and residue 79-84 form the Wall Turn (the turn composing the active site's wall) (Perryman et al. 2004) (Fig. S1 ).
Protease inhibitors that were developed initially had poor oral bioavailability and were administered through intravenous infusion. Improvements in the solubility of agents enhanced oral bioavailability to allow for larger-scale clinical development. Inhibitors that have been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of HIV-1 infection routinely are: Saquinavir (SQV) (Brower et al. 2008) , Ritonavir (RTV) (Wlodawer 2002) , Indinavir (IDV) (Wlodawer 2002; Flexner 2007) , Nelfinavir (NFV) (Wlodawer 2002) , Amprenavir (APV) (Wlodawer 2002; Flexner 2007) , Lopinavir (LPV) (Wlodawer 2002; Flexner 2007) , Fosamprenavir (FAV) (Chapman et al. 2004; Flexner 2007; Luber et al. 2007 ), Atazanavir (ATZ) (Yanchunas 2005; Flexner 2007 ), Tipranavir (TPV) (Flexner 2007; Schobert et al. 2008) , and Darunavir (DRV) (Flexner 2007; McCoy 2007) . These protease inhibitors approved by FDA have demonstrated potent antiretroviral activity and clinical benefits. However, they have limitations individually and collectively which involves (for some or all of the currently available protease inhibitors) bioavailability, large pill numbers, dosing frequency, dosing schedule with meals, and toxicity. Potential cross-resistance within available protease inhibitors is a serious concern, and the success of salvage treatment of patients whose treatment with a protease inhibitor has failed is by no means guaranteed. Further development of additional protease inhibitors that address some or all of these issues is essential (Eron 2000) .
Structure-assisted design of HIV-1 protease inhibitors is an iconic example of rational drug design (Wlodawer and Vondrasek 1998) . The first generation protease inhibitors (approved before 2000) comprised peptidomimetics designed to mimic the scissile bonds of natural protease substrates. Their use is linked to the rapid emergence of resistance, low drug availability, toxicity and various side effects. Considering these aspects, pharmaceutical companies and academia began to develop second-generation inhibitors to overcome these limitations (Kožíšek et al. 2014 ).
In our previous study (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014 ) regarding HIV-1 inhibition, we have designed a series of ligand molecules using structure-based design approach and tested towards HIV-1 protease, reverse transcriptase, and integrase enzymes using flexible and rigid docking methods. Main scaffold structure for HIV-1 inhibitors was designed considering importance of benzyl and imidazole groups to the HIV-1 enzyme inhibitors in our previous work (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) . Moreover, reverse design approach was applied to design new compounds, instead of taking an already available inhibitor and adding functional groups to it to improve its potency, a novel new scaffold was designed and important functional groups were taken from some of already approved compound by FDA and they were added in designed scaffold. Designed scaffold was modified to obtain series of HIV-1 inhibitors by adding potential functional groups of FDA approved drugs to improve its binding affinity towards selected key enzymes of HIV-1 (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) .
For flexible docking (CDOCKER), only active site residues were considered and for rigid docking (AutoDock), monomeric form of HIV-1 protease was taken into account in our previous study (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) . Among tested compounds (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) , COM5 had obtained best binding towards HIV-1 protease and considering those results, we have analyzed two different forms (monomer and dimer) of HIV-1 protease containing COM5 in our present study, to understand protein-ligand molecular details. Chemical structure of COM5 (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) contains main scaffold and two functional groups derived from IDV, an FDA-approved HIV-1 inhibitor (Wlodawer 2002; Flexner 2007) . Apo-form of monomer and dimer structure of HIV-1 protease was also considered in this study in order to characterize response of protein towards inhibitor (Fig. 1) . Moreover, in our previous work we had used molecular docking approaches which provide static mode of interaction between two molecules whereas in this work, we have used molecular dynamics (MD) approaches that gives dynamic behavior of protein towards inhibitor or ligand molecule.
Apart from COM5 which was designed in our previous study about HIV-1 reverse transcriptase, protease and integrase (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) , one more inhibitor studied in this work was FDA-approved HIV-1 protease inhibitor Darunavir (MacArthur 2007 (MacArthur 2007) and has shown to be less susceptible to viral resistance than other previously approved HIV-1 protease inhibitors (Ghosh et al. 2007; Madruga et al. 2007 ). Even though Darunavir was chemically related to APV, it binds nearly 100-times more tightly than APV and 1000-times more tightly than SQV, IDV, RTV and NFV to the wild-type HIV-1 protease (King et al. 2004; Dierynck et al. 2005) . It was on the World Health Organization's List of Essential Medicines, the most important medications needed in a basic health system (WHO 2015) .
Darunavir received attention at the time of its release, as it serves a treatment option for people with drug resistant HIV. Darunavir was a nonpeptidic inhibitor of protease that stuck itself in the active site of protease by forming a number of hydrogen bonds (Leonis et al. 2012) . It was developed to increase interactions with HIV-1 protease and to be more resistant against HIV-1 protease mutations. Darunavir has a much stronger interaction with protease with a K d value of 4.5 × 10 -12 M (King et al. 2004 ). This strong interaction comes from increased hydrogen bonds between Darunavir and the backbone of protease active site. Structure of Darunavir allows it to create more hydrogen bonds with the protease active site than most protease inhibitors that have been developed and approved by the FDA (Lefebvre and Schiffer 2008) . Moreover, the backbone of HIV-1 protease maintains its spatial conformation in presence of mutations and as Darunavir interacts with this stable portion of protease, the enzyme-inhibitor interaction was less likely to be disrupted by a mutation (Lascar and Benn 2009) . Darunavir interacts with catalytic aspartates (Asp25 of each monomer) and backbone of active site through hydrogen bonds, specifically binding to residues Asp25 and Asp30 from both monomers as well as with Gly27 and Asp29 residues. These interactions prevent viral replication, as it competitively inhibits the viral polypeptides from gaining access to the active site and strongly binds to enzymatic portions of this protein (Leonis et al. 2012) .
The effect of binding two different inhibitors (Darunavir and COM5 -our designed ligand in previous study) on the protease structure is currently the focus of intensive research. Here, we employed molecular dynamics simulations to analyze the structural stability of HIV-1 protease in two different forms, as monomer and dimer. Six independent systems were generated and studied for comparative analysis which involves: (i) HIV-1 protease monomer in absence of ligand (apo-form), (ii) HIV-1 protease dimer in absence of ligand (apo-form), (iii) HIV-1 protease monomer in complex with Darunavir inhibitor, (iv) HIV-1 protease dimer in complex with Darunavir inhibitor, (v) HIV-1 protease monomer in complex with COM5, and (vi) HIV-1 protease dimer in complex with COM5.
X-ray crystallography has considerably contributed to the discovery of HIV-1 protease inhibitors (Wlodawer and Vondrasek 1998) . More than 400 structures of this enzyme in complex with various inhibitors have advanced insights into inhibitor binding modes (Weber and Agniswamy 2009; Ali et al. 2010) . In our study, we have chosen very recently deposited crystal structure of wild-type HIV-1 protease in complex with Darunavir (PDB ID: 4LL3) having resolution of 1.95 Å (Kožíšek et al. 2014 ). This MD simulation study was initiated by the questions: (i) Was HIV-1 protease structurally stable as in monomer form? (ii) Is the stability of binding mode of inhibitor in different studied complexes similar or not? (iii) Whether the Darunavir as well as inhibitor COM5 binds to monomeric HIV-1 protease or not? (iv) How these inhibitors binds to the two different forms (monomer and dimer) of HIV-1 protease? and (v) does it explain the mechanism of inhibition? (vi) How COM5 inhibitor response to HIV-1 protease monomer and dimer during MD simulation?
Materials and Methods

Protein and ligand preparation
Crystal structure (PDB ID: 4LL3) (Kožíšek et al. 2014 ) of HIV-1 protease was retrieved from RCSB Protein Data Bank (Berman et al. 2000) with resolution of 1.95 Å in complex with ligand Darunavir (Kožíšek et al. 2014) . Initially all internal ions and waters were removed. Total six different systems were generated using crystal structure of HIV-1 protease: (i) HIV-1 protease dimer with Darunavir, (ii) HIV-1 protease monomer with Darunavir, (iii) HIV-1 protease dimer with COM5, (iv) HIV-1 protease monomer with COM5, (v) HIV-1 protease dimer without any ligand (apo form), (vi) HIV-1 protease monomer without ligand (apo form). For systems with Darunavir, coordinates of ligand were kept as they were in the original PDB file and for systems with ligand COM5 coordinates of ligand were retrieved from CDOCKER results obtained from our previous studies (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) .
Molecular dynamics simulation using GROMACS
MD calculations were performed for all six systems using GROMACS software (Lindahl et al. 2001) . GROMACS is a versatile package that uses Newtonian equations of motion over hundreds to millions of particles during MD calculations. GROMACS along with speed of computing it supports different algorithms (Lindahl et al. 2001; Hess et al. 2008 ). For systems with ligands Darunavir or COM5 molecular dynamics was carried using GROMACS 4.6.5 (Hess et al. 2008 ) package with GROMOS96 43A1 (Schuler et al. 2001) forcefield.
Selection of forcefield for molecular dynamics
The work done by Elio et al. (2012) described that comparatively, CHARMM27 was less effective to clearly characterize the folding events occurring in protein structure while GROMOS96 43a1 performed better in a given specific time. CHARMM27 tends to be rigid to some extent and makes the protein structure more conserved (may require more computational time), where as GROMOS96 43a1 provide flexibility to a protein structure to obtained a defined structure within less computational time. This type of flexibility might be useful when studying protein with ligand systems, as in our study we were interested in studying the dynamics behavior of HIV-1 protease with different ligands. Furthermore, GROMOS96 43a1 forcefield are united atom forcefield and CHARMM27 an all-atomic forcefield, allatomic forcefield (simulations) may require more computational time for studying folding, conformational changes, and allosteric transitions. Work done by Levy et al. (2004) concluded that monomeric HIV-1 protease is stable and its folding is conditional for the dimer formation. Besides this, experimental denaturation studies suggested that the folding and binding of HIV-1 protease occurs simultaneously (Grant et al. 1992; Todd et al. 1998; Xie et al. 1999) . Considering all these aspects and not to limit this kind of events in structure of HIV-1 protease upon ligand bound and unbound (apo) form during our MD study, we decided to use GROMOS96 43a1 forcefield for ligand bound system for 500 ns of MD simulation and CHARMM27 forcefield to study apo form of protein by 1000 ns of MD simulation.
Additionally, both GROMOS96 43a1 and CHARMM27 forcefield were tested for HIV-1 protease monomer apo systems by performing 200 ns of MD simulation (without ligand). Results obtained from MD suggest that overall structure of protein tends to be more stable/less flexible in CHARMM27 forcefield environment, except N and C terminal of HIV-1 protease, as compared to that of GROMOS96 43a1 forcefield (Fig. S2) . Looking over the root mean square deviation (RMSD) values of HIV-1 protease (monomer form) in both forcefield, it was observed that monomer was highly fluctuating in CHARMM27 as compared to GRO-MOS96 43a1 forcefield, and the RMSD value reached till ~6.5 Å. But when calculating RMSD excluding N terminal residues (residue number 1-8) of HIV-1 protease, protein has shown almost same and stable behavior in both forcefield (Fig. S2 ). GROMOS96 43a1 forcefield was used for ligand bound system in order not to limit flexibility in ligandprotein complex during MD simulation and CHARMM27 forcefield to study unbound form (apo) of protein to kept protein in a comparatively slight rigid (compact) environment.
Molecular dynamics system setup
Initially both HIV-1 protease ligand bound and unbound (apo form) systems were hydrated using water model of SPC type. Following water addition to systems, periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were applied in all xyz directions. The periodic box was set to be as rhombic dodecahedron model, and distance between system and periodic box was set to 1 nm. NaCl (salt) concentration of 0.15 M was added to HIV-1 protease ligand bound and unbound systems, to neutralize them.
To minimize energy of systems, 5000 steps of steepest descent were applied. Minimization of systems was then followed by equilibration (1000 ps) of systems. During equilibration of systems heavy atoms were restrained in order to allow adjustment of water molecules with counter ions. Systems in equilibration phase were heated at constant temperature under isothermal-isobaric conditions NPT (number of particles (N), system pressure (P), and temperature (T)) ensemble and Particle-Mesh-Ewald (PME) method (Darden et al. 1993 ) was used to treat the electrostatic interactions. Bonds between heavy atoms and complementary non-polar hydrogen atoms bonds were constrained to their equilibrium bond lengths using the LINCS algorithm (Hess et al. 1997) . Temperature was kept constant (300 K) and pressure was maintained D at 1 bar using V-rescale thermostat (Bussi et al. 2007 ) and Parrinello-Rahman barostat (Parrinello and Rahman 1981) , respectively. Production run was carried out for 500 ns of leap-frog integrator (van Gunsteren and Berendsen 1988) and the coordinate data were written to file every 10 ps for systems with respective ligands COM5 or Darunavir. For systems without ligand, MD calculations were performed for 1000 ns using the GROMACS (Hess et al. 2008 ) simulation software package with CHARMM27 (Bjelkmar et al. 2010) forcefield and coordinates obtained from MD calculations were saved for every 10 ps.
Results
In order to understand behaviour and stability of HIV-1 protease enzyme with our compound COM5 (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) , it was studied with monomer and dimer form of HIV-1 protease enzyme. An already available inhibitor Darunavir (Kožíšek et al. 2014 ) was also tested with same methodology as well as in dimer and monomer form of HIV-1 protease to understand behaviour of HIV-1 protease in presence of different ligands. Additionally for making comparative analysis, HIV-1 protease enzyme was also studied without any ligand (apo form) as monomer and dimer form using molecular dynamic approach. Results obtained from MD trajectories for different systems were compared with each other and dynamic behaviour of ligands with protein was analyzed.
Structural stability of HIV-1 protease enzyme and ligands
Root mean square deviation (RMSD)
RMSD values were calculated from MD trajectories to understand the stability of a system and to determine quantitatively extent of motion in protein and ligands. From analysis of RMSD values of HIV-1 protease and ligand COM5 complex, we found that in system with dimer form of protein with ligand both monomer (Chain A and Chain B) remained steady till 120 ns and in the following simulation time Chain B had more fluctuation as compared to chain A, this fluctuation could be termed as the change in behaviour of protein towards ligand COM5 (Fig. 2) . Comparing Chain A from monomer and dimer systems, it was observed that Chain A from monomer system has more fluctuation as compared to that from dimer system, indicating second monomer Chain B in dimer system plays role in the stability of Chain A (Fig. 2) . Analyzing RMSD of ligand COM5, it was observed that ligand in complex with monomer form had more fluctuation as compared to that of dimer system. For systems with ligand Darunavir similar type of behaviour of protein in dimer and monomer form was observed, but with less fluctuation in RMSD values as compared to that of systems with ligand COM5. Observing RMSD values of systems without any ligand states that HIV-1 protease was more stable in dimer form (apo form) as compared to that in complex with ligand (COM5 or Darunavir), suggesting that ligand either hinders the stability of HIV-1 protease enzyme (Fig. 2) . Opposite behaviour of monomer form of HIV-1 protease (apo form) was observed as compared to dimer system. In monomer ligand unbound systems, it has been found that N and C terminal residues were highly fluctuating which resulted in sudden jumps in RMSD plots, computing RMSD excluding these N terminal residues (Pro1-Arg8) protein showed a stable behavior (Fig. 2) . Overall more fluctuation in RMSD values were observed in apo form of monomer system, as compared to monomer form with ligand COM5 or Darunavir, thus ligand or another monomer was required for the stability of HIV-1 protease enzyme (Fig. 2) .
Root mean squared fluctuation (RMSF)
For analyzing the fluctuation of each residues of HIV-1 protease structure, RMSF were calculated from MD trajectories. Individual HIV-1 protease enzyme residues fluctuation were traced and analyzed based on the region described in (Perryman et al. 2004) , nose region (6-10), cheek turn region (11-22), eye region (23-30), ear region (35-42), flap region (43-58), and cheek sheet region (59-75) (Perryman et al. 2004) . Figure S2 shows behavior of N and C terminal of HIV-1 protease in two different forcefield, it was observed that in CHARMM27 forcefield, N terminal is floating around whereas in GROMOS96 43a1 forcefield it interacts with protein residues itself and behavior was stable. Analyzing RMSF (root mean squared fluctuation) values of both forcefield, it was observed that each of them behaved same in terms of jumps in residues, comparatively protein residues in CHARMM27 forcefield fluctuated less, except N and C terminals (Fig. S2) . This results correlates with intramolecular interactions, as HIV-1 protease in CHARMM27 forcefield has more intramolecular H-Bonds which make protein more compact compared to that of protein in GROMOS96 43a1 forcefield ( Figure S2 ) in apo form. In dimer systems with compound COM5, it was observed that nose region behave opposite in both monomer (Chain A and Chain B), cheek turn of Chain A has higher fluctuation as that of Chain B, cheek sheet and end region of HIV-1 protease for Chain B has higher fluctuation than Chain A (Fig. 3) . These residues may be responsible for high RMSD values after 120 ns for Chain B (Fig. 2) . In monomer form of HIV-1 protease, flap region had high RMSF values as that of dimer form and rest almost all residues showed lower RMSF values as that of dimer form. Similar as that of dimer system with COM5, in system with ligand Darunavir nose region behave opposite in both monomer (Chain A and Chain B) of dimer form and instead of cheek turn of Chain A, eye region of Chain A has higher fluctuation than that of Chain B.
Monomer system with Darunavir behaved almost similar as that in complex with ligand COM5. In apo systems (without ligand) it was observed that, flap region in dimer form has obtained higher fluctuation than other region of HIV-1 protease enzyme, as well as flaps are more flexible as that of systems with ligand. For apo form of monomer system, end region (N and C terminal residues), eye region, and flap region were more fluctuating where as rest protein residues behaves almost similar as that of dimer apo from Looking over the RMSF plots obtained for HIV-1 protease from 500 ns (of ligand bound) and 1000 ns (of apo form) of simulation time (Fig. 3) , it was observed that flaps have more fluctuation in monomer system compared to dimer where as in work by Levy and Caflisch Levy et al. 2004) , flap region from both systems (monomer and dimer) behaved similar which may be due to short simulation time of 20 ns in their work (Yaakov and Amedeo 2003) and such difference in behaviour of flaps was not observed. Our results correlate well with the work done by Viktor et al. (2006) , in which flaps region in apo form are more fluctuating as that of ligand bound form. Additionally, in work of Viktor et al. (2006) they performed MD simulation of 42 ns (ligand free) and 28 ns (ligand bound) in which they observed that for flap region in free state, RMSF value reaching up to 4 Å, where as in our work of 1000 ns of MD simulation for apo form RMSF of flap region reached up to 2 Å.
H-Bond interactions and binding mode of COM5/Darunavir with HIV-1 protease
To characterize behaviour of ligands with HIV-1 protease enzyme, interactions (H-Bond) of ligand COM5 and Darunavir with HIV-1 protease were traced throughout MD simulations. Evaluating overall H-Bond formation of ligand COM5 and Darunavir with HIV-1 protease dimer and monomer form (of Chain A), it was observed that monomer form of HIV-1 protease has formed more HBonds as compared to dimer form (of Chain A) (Fig. S3) . Indicating second monomer (Chain B) actively taking part in interaction with ligand in dimer and both monomers of HIV-1 protease dimer (Chain A and Chain B) were involved in ligand interaction. During MD simulation, it was observed that ligand COM5 and Darunavir formed H-Bonds with HIV-1 protease during entire 500 ns simulation time in dimer and monomer systems (Fig. S3) .
To estimate in detail about receptor-ligand interactions of HIV-1 protease/COM5 and HIV-1 protease/Darunavir complex and to examine dynamic stability, we analyzed % of H-Bond occupancy throughout MD simulation time (Table 1) . Rapid motion of ligand and protein in MD simulation generated numerous encounters, thus H-Bond showing occupancy ≥ 1% over 500 ns were selected as stable and presented in Table 1 . For HIV-1 protease/COM5 complex (dimer form), it was observed that for Chain A, RMSD and RMSF ( Fig. 2 and 3) were more stable and residues less fluctuating as compared to Chain B, correlates well with H-Bond formation of COM5 with individual (Table 1) . Different similarities within/between HIV-1 protease/ COM5 and HIV-1 protease/Darunavir complex were observed in terms of interacting residues of protein with ligand. In HIV-1 protease/COM5 complex, residues GLY48 (1.10%), ILE50 (1.50%), and ASP30 (31.44%) of monomer system were found to be interacting with ligand in dimer systems (Chain A: GLY48 (18.56%), ILE50 (6.59%), and Chain B: ASP30 (18.66%)). In HIV-1 protease/Darunavir complex, residues ILE50 and PRO81 from both monomer of dimer system were involved in H-Bond formation with Darunavir. ASP29 (6.69%), VAL32 (1.10%), ILE50 (35.53%), and VAL82 (3.49%) of monomer systems with Darunavir complex were found to be interacting with Darunavir in dimer systems (Chain A: ASP29 (1.10%), ILE50 (1.00%), VAL82 (1.40%), and Chain B: VAL32 (1.10%), ILE50 (4.89%)) (Table 1 and Fig. 4) . VAL32, ILE50, PRO81, and VAL82 residues from either of monomer Chain A or Chain B from dimer system were found to be common forming H-Bond interactions with ligand COM5 or Darunavir, respectively. And residues ASP29, ASP30, GLY48, ILE50, and ILE84 were commonly involved in H-Bond interaction in monomer systems of HIV-1 protease/COM5 and HIV-1 protease/Darunavir complex, respectively. Comparing these interacting residues from both HIV-1 protease/COM5/Darunavir complexes (Fig. 4) with literature data (Wartha et al. 2005; Moonsamy and Soliman 2013; Ahmed et al. 2014; Kalathiya and Padariya 2014; Kožíšek et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2014) , it was observed that results correlate well. Residues ASP25, ASP29, ASP30, GLY48, and ILE50 either from dimer and monomer system of HIV-1 protease/COM5/Darunavir complex, showed similar H-Bond interactions with work described in (Wartha et al. 2005; Moonsamy and Soliman 2013; Ahmed et al. 2014; Kalathiya and Padariya 2014; Kožíšek et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2014) , respectively. Apart from these protein-ligand interactions (intermolecular), COM5 and Darunavir had showed intramolecular (interactions within ligand) as well as interactions with water molecules (Fig. S4 and S5 ). Analyzing ligand interaction with water it was observed that, compounds COM5 or Darunavir in complex with monomer or dimer systems of HIV-1 protease equally form interactions with water (Fig. S4) . Indicating that ligand molecules have capability of forming H-Bond interactions with HIV-1 protease through water molecules, results correlates well with work described in (Jaskólski et al. 1991) . Analyzing intramolecular interactions, it was observed that ligand COM5 or Darunavir forms more intramolecular interactions in dimer systems as compared to that of monomer system, explaining presence of second monomer effects in the conformational changes in ligand COM5 or Darunavir (Fig. S5) .
Binding affinities for HIV-1 protease/COM5 and HIV-1 protease/Darunavir complex
Interaction energies were calculated to understand receptorligand interactions and stability of complex HIV-1 protease/ COM5 or HIV-1 protease/Darunavir (Fig. 5 and Table 2 ). Crude interaction energy based on short-range energy components and a crude qualitative estimate of the stability of the protein-ligand complex was calculated using the formula: <E interaction > = <E Lennard-Jones > + <E Coulomb >. Interaction energy obtained from 500 ns of simulation time for ligand COM5 or Darunavir with HIV-1 protease suggests that, ligands formed more stable complex in dimer system and had more interaction energy as compared to that of monomer systems. Average interaction energy for compound COM5/ Darunavir with dimer system was -86.03/-78.03 kcal/mol and for monomer system it was -79.11/-62.48 kcal/mol, respectively. Comparing crude interaction energy obtained from MD for ligand COM5 with Darunavir, it was observed that ligand COM5 has more average interaction energy and stable energies throughout 500 ns of simulation time as compared to that of ligand Darunavir (Fig. 5 and Table 2 ).
Hydrogen bond interactions of HIV-1 protease
To understand the behaviour of HIV-1 protease protein in systems with and without ligands, inter-intra molecular interactions were studied obtained from MD trajectories. Continuous in motion, residues of protein during MD simulation generated various temporary protein-protein interaction but interaction 
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which showed H-Bond occupancy ≥ 10% over 500/1000 ns, respectively were represented in the tion time. HIV-1 protease apo dimer system (without ligand) formed 73 protein-protein H-Bond interaction from which 17 hydrogen bond interactions lasted ≥ 10% of simulation time. Looking the occupancies of each different dimer systems, it was observed that apo (without ligand) dimer system has formed more protein-protein interaction as compared to systems with ligands (COM5 of Darunavir). Average number of proteinprotein hydrogen bond for complex HIV-1 protease/COM5 over 500 ns of simulation time were 8 H-Bonds, for HIV-1 protease/Darunavir over 500 ns of simulation time were 9 H-Bonds, and for HIV-1 protease apo form (without ligand) over 1000 ns of simulation time were 12 H-Bonds (Fig. 6) . Decrease in number of hydrogen bonds in ligand-bound systems, indicates residues involvement in intermolecular interactions in protein-ligand complexes (Table 1 and S1).
Analyzing intramolecular interaction of HIV-1 protease in complex with and without ligands, it was observed that apo form had formed more H-Bonds as compared to that of systems with ligand (Fig. 6 ). Monomer form (Chain A) had formed more intramolecular interactions in all three systems as compared to that of monomers from dimer form, which indicates involvement of residues in interaction with second monomer in dimer system (Fig. 6) . Similarly in protein-water interactions, it was observed that apo form had formed more H-Bonds with water molecular as compared to that of systems with ligand (Fig. S6) .
Dynamics of compounds towards HIV-1 protease
Distance between centre of mass
Distance between centre of masses of ligand-protein and protein-protein were traced during the entire MD simulation time to analyze binding cleft of ligands in detail with HIV-1 protease (Fig. 7) . Average distance between the centre of mass between two monomers of dimer system was ~21-22 Å, from which apo form (without ligand) showed steady distance throughout 1000 ns of simulation time as compared to that of both dimer systems with ligand. HIV-1 protease system with Darunavir has shown more jumps in distance and till the end of simulation, distance was almost stable. Analyzing distance of centre of masses between ligand and protein, it was observed that more shift in the distance of ligand with monomer of dimer system, favored in forming more hydrogen bond interactions of ligand with HIV-1 protease ( Fig. 7 and Table 1 ). Average distance between centre of mass of ligand COM5 with Chain A of dimer systems was 16 Å and Chain B of dimer system was 11 Å. For ligand Darunavir average distance between centre of mass was 13 Å with Chain A and 15 Å was with Chain B of dimer system. Average distance between centre of masses of ligand COM5 and Darunavir with monomer systems of HIV-1 protease was 12 Å (Fig. 7) . 
Flaps open and close behaviour traced during MD
To determine the behaviour of flap region of HIV-1 protease enzyme in ligand-bound and unbound state, we measured distance between ILE50 residues of each monomer from dimer systems throughout molecular dynamic simulation time. Analyzing results it was observed that flap region remained almost closed during entire 500 ns of simulation time with an average distance of ~6 Å between ILE50 residues of flap region from each monomer (Fig. 8 ) in ligand bound system. A slight fluctuation in the distance value was observed for system bound with ligand Darunavir in beginning of simulation, but after 80 ns it remained steady till end of simulation. For dimer system without ligand, it was observed that distance between ILE50 residues had high fluctuation in the plot ranging from of ~6 Å to of ~14 Å throughout the 1000 ns of simulation time. Results obtained from our molecular dynamic simulation correlates with the mechanism of flap semi-open, open, and close present in work by Viktor et al. (2006) . In our work we were able to trace continuous motion of opening and closing (clapping) of flap region in entire 1000 ns simulation time in dimer systems without ligand (Fig. 8) .
Discussion
In our current work, we made effort to understand dynamics behaviour of our designed compound COM5 (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) and its inhibitory activities towards HIV-1 protease enzyme in dimer and monomer form using MD approach. To make comparative analysis, an FDA approved HIV-1 protease inhibitor Darunavir (MacArthur 2007; Kožíšek et al. 2014) was tested with the same methodology. Additionally, an apo form of HIV-1 protease as monomer and dimer form was also studied in order to study response of protein to the ligand. Analysis of results was performed answering six questions raised while initiating MD study. Results from MD suggested that HIV-1 protease behaves different in ligands bound and apo systems, dimer system in apo form was more stable as compared to that of systems with ligand (COM5 or Darunavir). Inverse behavior than dimer was observed in monomer form of HIV-1 protease (apo form), suggesting that ligand activity in dimer systems hinder the stability of HIV-1 protease enzyme.
Our MD results correlate well with work published by Yaakov and Amedeo (2003) and Viktor et al. (2006) . Additionally, we were able to trace that flaps behaves slightly different in dimer and monomer form as described in work by Yaakov and Amedeo (2003) and Viktor et al. (2006) . From RMSF plots obtained for HIV-1 protease in 500 ns (of ligand bound) and 1000 ns (of apo form) of simulation time, it was observed that flaps fluctuates more in monomer system as compared to dimer where as in work by Yaakov and Amedeo (2003) , flap region from both apo systems (monomer and dimer) behaved similar. And in work by Viktor et al. (2006) , they observed that for flap region in free state, RMSF value reaching up to 4 Å where as in our work of 1000 ns of MD simulation for apo form, RMSF of flap region reached up to 2 Å. Furthermore, our results correlates with the mechanism of flap semi-open, open, and close as present in work by Viktor et al. (2006) , in our work we were able to trace continuous motion of opening and closing (clapping) of flap region during entire 1000 ns simulation (Fig. 8) .
Dynamic studies revealed that one monomer from dimer systems is dominant on other monomer in terms of interac- (Table 1 ) and these correlate with the fluctuation in RMSD and RMSF plots of each monomer in ligand bound dimer systems (Fig. 2 and 3 ). Residues VAL32, ILE50, PRO81, and VAL82 from either of monomer Chain A or Chain B from dimer systems were found to be common forming H-Bond interactions with ligand COM5 or Darunavir. ASP29, ASP30, GLY48, ILE50, and ILE84 residues were commonly involved in H-Bond interaction in monomer systems of HIV-1 protease/COM5 and HIV-1 protease/ Darunavir complex, respectively. ASP25, ASP29, ASP30, GLY48, and ILE50 either from dimer or monomer system of HIV-1 protease/COM5 or Darunavir complex, showed similar H-Bond interactions with literature data (Kožíšek et al. 2014; Kalathiya and Padariya 2014; Parrinello and Rahman 1981; van Gunsteren and Berendsen 1988; Bjelkmar et al. 2010; Yaakov and Amedeo 2003) . Crude interaction energy was calculated from MD trajectories and comparing interaction energy for ligand COM5 with Darunavir, it was observed that ligand COM5 has more average interaction and stable energies as compared Darunavir (Fig. 5 and Table 2 ). Average interaction energy for compound COM5/ Darunavir with dimer system was -86.03/-78.03 kcal/mol and for monomer system was -79.11/-62.48 kcal/mol.
Concluding, our MD studies emphasized molecular details and conformational changes of HIV-1 protease in ligand bound and unbound state as dimer and monomer form.
Our MD results summarize that ligand COM5 designed in our previous studies (Kalathiya and Padariya 2014) 
